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PART I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem:
This is an attest to investigate the influence
of personality in conveying spoken material.
Quantitative data hare been gathered on the a-
mount of material memorized when the speaker is present
and the amount memorized when the material comes over the
radio.
Historical Statement ;
Investigations employing the radio have been
made as a means of studying the influence of personality
by Allport (3) at Harvard, and Pear (19) at Manchester.
Both studies were ©f a preliminary nature and gave no
quantitative results. Other literature dealing with the
problem and the account of their results is lacking al-
though several questionnaire studies have been made deal-
ing with the radio and its use as an educational device.
The problem ©f determining the value of radio programs
as compared with personal presentation is still unsolved,
to say nothing of a systematic attack upon the whole prob-
lem or the influence of the physical presence and behavior
of a speaker.
Apparatus Used In Experiment t
An important phace of this study consisted in
the preparation of a voice transmitting device which
could be used in the psychology laboratory, for no such
apparatus was available except at an excessively high
cost.
After much difficulty, we finally succeeded in
putting together a suitable microphone, amplifier, loud
speaker set-up. In order to reproduce satisfactorily the
lower tones, it was necessary to mount the dynamic loud
speaker in a large celotex baffle board.
The loud speaker was set up with the amplifier
in a lecture room on the first floor of the building.
The microphone was located on the second floor.
Memory Material Used for the Tests
t
Prose selections of comparatively easy subject-
matter were chosen from various sources which would be
unfamiliar to the students used in the tests. Each se-
lection was generally one paragraph long, moderately diffi-
cult to memorize, and took almost a minute to be read.
The tests were scored, as suggested by TVhipple (27), for
words correctly reproduced. Correct words, whether mis--
spelled or not, counted one toward a total score. Words
-3
with identical meaning which were used were accredited.
No partial credit was given and no attempt was made to
eraluate the relative importance of words; that is, pre-
positions, Bonjunctions, as well as the more important
ideational words were giren credit if such words occurred
in the proper order in the original passage. The tests
were all checked "by me, and the method was uniform for
the tests taken from the personal and the radio reader.
The highest possible score was equal to the number of
words which occurred in the original reading. The sub-
jects were giren the same amount of time to reproduce a
jpma
Subj e cts and Readers !
Several classes served as subjects for the differ-
ent readers. The experiment will "be classified according
to readers.
Group I.
The first group of subjects consisted of thirty-
eight juniors and seniors, in a class in educational psy-
chology at the Massachusetts State College. Thirty-four
subjects took the test first, and thirty-three took it
ten days later. As there were some absent the first time
who took the test the second time, and some who took the
test the first time who were ahsent the second, we inc i uaed
-4-
only the results from twenty-eight subjects who took
both tests. For the second reading there were twenty-
seven subjects for which there is a complete record.
The reading was done by a man who was not con-
nected with the institution and who was unfarailar to
the students taking the test. He had a rast experience
in appearing and speaking before groups at various times.
Group II
This section was made up of two divisions, one
of sixty-eight students, another of thirty-three. They
were members of the sophomore class in college, taking
a course in American History.
The reader was the wife of one of the members
of the faculty, who was herself a teacher of English.
She was not familiar to most members of the class.
Group III
The individuals in group II served as subjects
in this group.
The reader was a total stranger to the listeners.
Group IV
Twenty-three juniors in high school at Hopkins'
Academy of Hadley were subjects. A young man from a
neighboring town read.
Group V
One division of nineteen and one of twenty-seven
freshmen at Hopkins were subjects.
The reading was done by one of the teachers. She
read over the radio first in each case, and the subjects
did not recognize who did the reading.
Group VI
Two sections of high school students served as
subj ects.
The reader Yras another teacher from the school.
Method of learning and order of experiments
The readers were given two passages, one to be
read over the radio first and another to be read before
the class. Each reader was given the following instruc-
ions:
"Read the passage, including the title, if there
is one, with most careful enunciation, and with proper
attention to expression. The rate of reading should be
somewhat slower than in ordinary reading - say not fast-
er than two words per second."
When the apparatus was in order, and the listen-
ers ready, instructions were read as follows!
"Have a pencil and paper ready.
-6-
Passages will "be read to you to see how well
you can reraenher them afterward. You must pay careful
attention, as the passage will be read hut once. As
soon as it is read through, take your pencil and write a
much as you can remember. If you can remember it in
just the words you heard, use those words, hut if you
can't do that, tell in your own words as well as you
can, what it was that was read to you.
After you hare written the passage go orer it
and underline each word in your reproduction that you
feel sure was in the reading of the original passage."
(27)
A questionnaire ( appendix questionnaire) was
handed out, after each reading instructions were giren
to answer the questions in the questionnaire on the
sheet on whicn the reproduction was made.
As it is impossible to standardize a prose
passage we aimed at getting away from the element of
comparatire difficulty of a passage by having the same
passage read in person and orer the radio. If passage
I was read orer the radio first and passage II was read
in person before one class, the same reader read passage
II orer the radio and passage I in person to another
class. The experimenter assumes that the indiriduals in
both classes had equal ability to grasp and write m
terial from memory. In each ease students of about
equal ability were selected.
-8-
PART II
DATA AND DISCUSSION
Group I
In thiB experiment we check the element of
difficulty of the passage by having deader I deliver the
first 142 words in passage A (appendix Passage I) over
the transmission system • After the subjects had ample
time to write what they remembered, passage B (ap.P. HI)
was read in person. Ten days later passage B was read
over the loud speaker, and passage A was read in person .
We planned to measure the increment of gain in each case.
Table I (ap. T. I) shows each individuals
1 grade in the
four tests, the score in each case represents the number
of words correctly reproduced. The percentage grade repre-
sents the percent of the total amount of the passage each
subject reproduced. The individuals are numbered from one
to thirty-two, taking their order from their ran* in fehe
first (radio) test.
Tho bar plctogram (23) gives a simplified
picture of the general results of a group such as ras
used in this test. Zigure I shows the porcentago score
of each individual when passage A was read ovor the radio
by reader I. "i'hese subjects , listed along the base line,
were numbered according to their score, 1 being the lowest
and thirty-two the highest. The vertical line indicates
Individual Scores In heading Passage A over Radio
II
1 3T
2 4 K f 9 11 15 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 20 31
Figure I
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Individual Scores in Reading B in Person
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
Figure II
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ttle grade made in the test in each case. The grades run
from ,063 to .626 •
When passage & was read before the class
the percentage scores ran from .230 to .790. Figure II
shows the percentage score each individual made when
passage B was delivered by the first reader in person.
These results are also arranged from the lowest to the
highest.
To get a better idea of the scores and their
trend, the frequency graph (21) was used. Since the
grades are in percentage form , the results can easily
fall within ten classes, and the class interval is
chosen which would include one-tenth of the possible
numbers.
In going over the grades made in the test by
the thirty-two individuals for the reading of passage
A over the microphone we find that they fall in the
following classes:
Percentage Score Number of Cases
.60-.699 1
.50-. 599 1
5
.40-.499
S
.30-.399
9
.20-. 299
6
.10-. 199
4
.00-.099
In figure III the horizontal line repre-
sents the scale , along which are marked off the class
intervals. The vertical line at the left represents a
scale of the number of subjects whose scores occur in
a particular class interval, or at a given point on the
scale. We see that most cases fall between ,20 and ,299,
As there are thirty-two cases the sixteenth and the
seventeenth are ,288 and ,809 respectively, therefore
the median would be their sum divided by two or approxi-
mately ,298. This would be included in the class con-
taining the largest number of cases. As the sum of the
grades for the total number of cases was 8,362, the aver-
age grade was ,2613 which number was also included in
the largest class Interval,
results of individual scores for the reading of passage
B In person, fall in the following classes:
The data in column two of table I, the
Percentage Score Number of Cases
,70-,799 2
,60-. 699 5
.50- ,599 8
.40-. 499 10
.30-. 399
.20-. 299 3
Frequency Scores for Reading Passage A over Radio
No.
Of
Cases
10
9
8;
&
4
3
2
1
.S- .'O'gg .sk-.299
"'
# «0 - ,60- ,6^
.10-. 199 .30-.S99 .60—599 .70-.799 .90-. 999
Figure III
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Frequency Scores for Reading Passage B In Person
lo.
of
Cases
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Q
,10 .80 .50 ,40 . 80 .50 .70 .80 .88
—
to to to to to to to to to to
.099 .199 .299 .399 .499 .599 .599 .799 .899 .999
Figure IV
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The largest number of cases fell in the interval .40
to .499, as shown by Figure IV . The median was .482
and the average percentage wa3 .4913. These numbers
ere included in the largest class in the figure.
Prom this first analysis we see that there
was a considerable difference as to whether the materi-
al came over the radio or by means of a speaker present.
Judging from the appearance of figure I and figure II
we see there was a much higher individual score for the
reading in person. Prom the frequency graph, one can im-
mediately note that a greater number received a higher
grade when the speaker was present. The average per-
centage of the personal scores was .4913 as compared
with .£613* that of the radio, Indicating a difference
of 23 units. We must note, however, that there may be
a difference in the difficulty of the material, which
would be great enough to makefor this difference. To
check this element, test B which was given in person
was read over the radio and selection A was presented
in person ten days later.
The scores made when A was repeated in
person ranged from .231 to .739. These individual
3core 3 are shown in figure V. The scores for
the repe-
\
Individual's Scores In Reading Passage A in Person
Ten Days Later
i
100
90
80
70
60
Figure V
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Individual* t Scores in Leading Passage B over Radio
Ten Dayu Later
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
11
ifigure VI
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tition of B over the radio ranged from .160 to .958.
These scores are shown in Figure VI.
To see the frequency distribution of the
grades for repeating B over the radio , we see that they
occur in the intervals:
Pcreentage Scores Number of Cases
.90-. 999 1
.80-.899
.70-. 709 2
.60-.699 6
.50-. 599 7
.40-.499 13
.30-. 399 1
.20-. 299 2
.10-.299 1
which distribution was represented by Figure
VII. There
were 13 cases between .40 and .499. The
median score for
this set of marks was .478, and the
average percentage
.5199. Since the central tendency was
included in the
tallest bar , one would be justified in calling
this
interval most typical.
The grades for the repetition of A
in person
occur In the intervals:
-19-
?ercoutage scores Bmaber of Cases
.7Q-.799 8
•00-.699
.50-.599 6
.40—439 7
.30-.599 7
•20-.239
The graphical representation was uhoan in i'igure VIII.
The largest number of eases fell between .50 and ,599,
which Interval Includes the averse® grade •5587, the
median being three points below *471*
ana VI, and the frequency graphs VII and VIII indicate
little difference in the amount learned from the passage
read over the microphone as compared *<i uh the amount
learned when the materiel was presented in person* Never-
theless, when looking over the first radio scores, and
realising the average score was* .2613, and the average
score from the personal reading was ,4913 , then , to
compare this with Figure V in which passage A was re-
peated in person the the average score was .2974 higher.
The repeatiing of B over the radio brought the average
wcore .0286 higher * The greater initial learning from
The appearance of the bar pictographs V
Frequency Scots* For Reading
Ten P&ya Later
Passage B over Radio
or
Ceeos
10
9
3
?
6
5
|
5
2
1
ri ti
.T"~Trfr * S5 .56 .iff .06 .ol .w .ar^sr
to to to to to to to to to u>
.099 .200 .390 .433 .339 .G3'*> .700 .999
figure VII
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Frequency Scores for Reading Passage A in Person
Ten Days Later
Ho.
of
Cases
10
9
8
7 ___
5
4
3
2
1
1
7X6 .20 .30 »40 \W .60 . '/o :w"«wur
to to to to to to to to to to
.099.199 .299 .399 .499 .599 .699 .799 .899 . 999
Figure VIII
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the personal reading accounts for the difference when
the passages nore repeated. The presence of the speaker
was without a doubt, of definite value to the aiding of
comprehension, of spoken material.
Group IX
Division A in this group heard the reader,
a woman, read the first 142 words in Passage C (ap, P. 1)
over the radio. Having had ample time to reprodute in
writing as muoh as they could remember, the first 105
words in passage D (ap, P.IV) were read before toe class
There were 60 subjects who took the test. In table II
(ap,T. II) the scores for each Individual will be found.
The subjects were numbered from 1 to 60. The radio scores
werf; arranged in order and the personal score placed in
the next column.
In the bar pictogram Figure IX, the indi-
viduals were given a place along the base line and their
score was indicated by the length of the vertical line.
These scores range from ,267 to ,711,
These individual scores foil into the follow
ing classes:
23
Percentage Soore ^vafcer of Cases
.70-.799 1
•60-.699 11
50-.599 21
,40-.499 13
.30-.399 12
.20-.299 2
The largest number of eases were between .50 and ,599.
Since there were 59 subjects for which there was a com-
plete record for both the reading In person, and the
reading over the radio, the median score wag the center-
most score, the thirtieth in this ease* The number was
.60. It falls in the interval where the largest number
of subjects were found (Figure X). The total of the
boores was equal to 29.331, therefore, the average was
29.331 or .496. This number falls Just outside of the
-55
largest class interval.
when passage D was given to this croup in
person, the scores were somewhat higher. There were
three subjects making a low grade on whose paper was
written "TIME". As the test was given at the latter
part
of the hour, these subjects were in a hurry to leave
and did not finish all they remembered. The range
of the
individual scores was from .200 to .790 as shown
in
Figure XI.
-24-
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Frequency Scores for Reading Passage C orer Radio
Bo.
of
Cases
22
20
13
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
.10 .50 .30 .40 .50 .60 . 70 .80 .SO"
'
to to to to to to feo to to to
.099 .199 .299 .399 .499 .599 .699 .799 .899 .999
Figure X
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Freqixency of Scores for Beading Pesaage D in Pereou
Ho.
of
Case;
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
.10 m .30 .40 JbO .60 . 7 .80 .fri
to to to to to to to to to to
.099 .199 .299 .399 .499 .599 .699 .799 .399 .999
Figure XII
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%hen the scoreB were divided into class
intervals they occurred in the following order:
Percentage Score dumber of Case s
.70-.799 12
.G0-.699 13
.50-. 599 17
.40-.499 7
.30-. 399 6
.20-. 299 4
It appears quite evident from Figure XII that fche larger
number of subjects made a higher grade in this test. As
there were the same number of cases to oonsider in this
group, the median score was the thirtieth, or .571. The
sum of the 59 scores in reading D in person was equal
to 32.498 as compared with 29.331 the total when passage
C was read over the radio, The average was, therefore,
.550. This was 5 points higher than when passage C was
read over the radio.
Before any conclusions could be drawn ,
it was necessary to repeat the test, having D read over
the radio, and C repeated in person. Division B in this
group was used for this purpose. /
In division B there were 33 sophomores. The
same two selections were read to them that were read
-29-
to division A with the order reversed. Passage D was
read over the radio and after the subjects had repro-
duced what they remembered, passage C was read before
the class. The results of each individual's score may
be found in Table III (Ap. T. Ill) . In this table the
subjects are listed in order, their "PEhSONAL" score
being the criterion.
The radio scores range from .266 to .638
as shown by the length of the vertical lines in Figure
XIII . In distributing the grades into class intervals
we find they occur as follows:
Percentage Score Kumber of Cases
.60-.699 3
.50-. 599 4
.40—499 11
,30-.399| 9
.20-.299 6
Figure XIV shows that most Individuals received a score
below .50. Adding all the scores the sum is equal to
13.985, making the average for the 33 subjects .423.
The median Is the seventeenth score,or .419.
Both the
median and the average fall in the class in
which there
are the largest number of cases.
In Figure XV the scores of each subject is
Individual's Score in Heading Passage D over Radio
i
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
_
I
Figure XIII
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frequency of Scores for he«a ing Passage D over Kadlo
No*
Of
8mm
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
5
2
U .10 .36 .46 .56 .66 .7(3 .BO .WO
to to to to to to to to to to
.099 .199 .299 .399 .499 .599 .699 .799 .899 .999
Figure XIV
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arranged from the lowest to the highest , when selection
C was read before the class. As the figure shows, the
scores ranged from .283 to #739 • when these grades were
distributed into class Intervals, they were distributed
in the following order:
Percentage Score Number of Cases
.70—799 4
•60-»699 9
.50—599 10
•40-.499 6
•30-.399 3
.20-. 299 1
As the figure indicates , there are sore cases which
learned a greater percentage . 'Che sum of the scores
for reading passage in person was 18.270. As there
were 33 cases, the average score was .553. The median
in this case was .570. Best subjects made a score which
fell in the interval .50-.599, in which Interval both
the average score and the median fell.
In the ease of division A, the personal
reading of passage D averaged 6.4 points higher than
the average for the readin of passage C over the radio,
in division B the personal presentation of passage C
brought the average 13 points above the average for the
Individual' 8 Score in Beading Passage C in Person
%
100
90
80
70
60
60
60
40
30
20
10
'l
3
J J
Figure XV
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Frequency of Scores for Reading Passage C in Person
No.
of
Cases
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
.
3
2
1 I
3
—
710"
—
720
—.30 .40
—
.50 .50 .70 —rS0~
to to to to to to to to to to
.099 .199 .299 .399 .499 .599 .699 .799 .899 .999
Figure XVI
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readlng of D over the radio. From the results of both
divisions In this group, It appears quite evident that
the personality factor produced a positive effect.
Qroup III
The subjects for this group were the same
as those In group II. To division A, 130 words in passage
E (AP.P.VI) was read over the radio and 101 words In
passage F (AP. P. II) was read in person.
Figure XVII shows the individual scores
arranged from lowest to the highest taken from Table IV
(AP. T. IV) for the 53 subjects who handed in a paper.
The scores range from , Oto .753.
When these grades were divided into class
intervals, they occurred in the following order:
Percentage Score Number of
.70-.799 1
.60—699 4
.50-. 599 3
.40—499 5
.30-. 399 12
.20-. 299 12
.10-.199 5
.0 -.099 9
This distribution is shown by the curve
In Figure XVIII. The highest point indicates the class
-36-
No.
of
cases
12
11
10
9
8
6
5
4
3
2
1
Distribution of Scores for Reading passage £
over Radio to Division A of Group III
0'
.10
—
,20 .30 .40
"
—.50 .60 .70 .B0 .90""
to to to to to to to to to to
.099 .199 .299 .399 .499 .599 .699 .799 .899 .999
Figure XVIII
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In which the grades of most subjects fell, that is 20
to 40. As there were 51 subjects, and their scores to-
talled 16,84, the average score was .330, The grade of
the twenty-sixth subject,
.292, is the median.
Each individual's score for thereading done
In person is found in Figure .XIX . Here the length of
the vertical line represents the subject's score in the
order from lowest to highest, and not as listed in Table
IV. The range is from .116 to .643. These scores are grouped
into the class intervals in the following table:
Percentage Score Number of oases
•60-.699 1
•50-. 599 1
.40-.499 10
•30-.399 21
.20-. 299 10
.10-. 199 7
.0 -.099 1
Thai highest score in this case is between .30 and .399.
As the sum of the 51 scores- was 16.968 the average was
.332 or .002 higher than when passage B was read over
the radio. The median score was the twenty-sixth highest
score, in this case .316. The highest point on the
curve in Figure XX shows that most scores were in the
-39-
Distribution of Scores for Reading P in Person to Division A
-41-
thirties, with few above and few below.
Division B was used so that passage F could
be read over the radio and passage S in person* The scores
in this radio selection were very low in the majority
of oases* Many of the subjects said they oould not' under-
stand what was said* This shows the attitude toward a
radio speech when it does not ring clear to the listener.
If it requires any degree of extra effort to get the
thought, onetakes for granted th t the speaking is not
clear, and mostof the selection is lost. The subjects
who paid careful attention obtained a fairly high score.
The scores from this test range from to .554, as shown
in Figure XXI* When the scores were grouped into classes
they occurred as follows:
Percentage Score Number of Cases
•50-.599 1
•40-.499 4
•30-.399 5
20-. 299 3
•10-* 199 7
.0 —099 11
The average is equal to .195, as the sum of the scores
was equal to 6*008* The median score is .148*
For the reading of passage E in person the
Individual Scores for fading P over Radio
III
Figure XXI
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Distribution of Scores for heading P orer Radio
to Division B
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Figure XXIX
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scores ranged from ,161 to .769 as shown in Figure XXIII.
The distribution of these scores shown in Figure XXIV.
They occur as follows:
Percentage Score Number of Cases
.70-.799 2
.60-.699 8
.50-. 599 8
.40-.499 7
.30—399 |
.20-. 299 1
.10-. 199 1
The sum of the scores was equal to 16.121, and divided
by 31 , the average score was .520. The median, the six-
teenth highest number was .546.
Since there is such a small increment of
gain for the reading of passage F in person as compared
with the reading of passage B over the radio, passage
F may be considered more difficult to memorize. 'The incre-
ment of gain was .02, a much smaller gain than was found
in the preceding two groups. The repetition of these
passages in reverse order brought very high results for
the reading. in person as compared with the second reading
over the radio.
Individual Scores for Reading e in Person
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Figure XXIII
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of Scores for RoadinG 1 in Person to
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Figure XXIV
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Group IV
There *ere twenty-thre* subjects which took the
tes s as two diYiaions, eleven at one ti*e and twelve at
another. To the eleven subjects W words were read in
parage
f£ over the r*dio. They heard 194 words 1* paesage
ii in person. The group with twelve subjects had p*es&£e
3 read oyer the radio and passage in person.
Wrom the reading over the radio the section that
heard passage G aiaintained scores froia .lo3 to ,££5 as »ay
be found in table VI*. The total for the eleven scores was
3.403 making an average score of .509. The other half of
this peetion had passage H read OTer the radio to tbeat, and
their scores ran frora ,0£0 to .298. The sua ©f these scores
was 1.787* the average score bsiag .148. Combining all the
radio scores we hare in figure all the individual's
scores for the radio reading. The length of the vertical
line indicates the score the subject ta&de.
The grades are distributed as follows:
Percentage ^core I^uaoer of Cases
.50-. 599 1
.40-. 499 1
.30-.3v9 4
.20-.299 7
.10-. 199 5
.0 -.099 5
# Appendix P. VIII
1 Appendix V
* Appendix T. VI
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Frequency of Scores for Heading over hadio to Group IV
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figure XXVI was used to show this distribution. The twelfth
score was the median, in this ease .216. The average score
for all the subjects was .225.
in person also. The division tha.t heard paseage G orer the
radio, heard in person. The section that heard H overnthe
radio heard G in person. The section that heard H in person
made scores ranging from .123 to .628. The sum of the eleven
scores equaled 4.750 making the average score .431. This
shows that the individuals made an average of twelve points
higher from the personal reading. The other section had
G presented by the person. The twelve subjects made scores
ranging from .293 to .725. The sua of the scores equaled
6.346 making the average score .528, --35 points higher than
the average for the same class in the radio passage. Com-
bining these personal ceores into one list and arranging
them from the lowest to the highest, we have in figure
XaVII each individuals seore for the reading in person
indicated by the length of the vertical line.
When all the fjcores were distributed into the
class intervals, they fell in the following order:
Passage G and H were presented to the two divisions
Percentage 3core Number of Cases
.70-. 799 2
.60-. 699 5
.50-.599 5
.40-499 5
.30-. 399
.10-. 299
.10-. 199
-1
1
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Thie distribution is shown in figure XXVIII. The twelfth
number is again the median, and it is .556. The sura of all
the personal scores was equal to 11.096 making the aTerage
.482.
In both sections the amount retained from the
reading in person was greater than the amount remembered
when the passage was given oyer the radio, ".vhen all the
radio grades were added and all the personal scores « ore
added together it was found that the amount retained from
the personal delivery was greater.
Group V
There were twenty-seven subjects in division A
in this group. The reader delivered 160 words of passage
I *" to this division over the radio, and 194 words of
passage J 31 in person.
The individual scores, taken from table VII, for
the radio reading of passage I ranged from .013 to .456,
as indicated in figure XXIX. Here the subjects are in
order as their radio scores.
The frequency of the scores were in the follow-
ing order;
^Appendix P. I
# Appendix P. J
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Percentage Scores dumber ..of Saeeg
.40-.499 8
.30-. 399 1
.20-.299 8
.10-. 199 4
.00-.099 12
thia distribution is shown in figure XDU The oenteraost
score was the fourteenth .150, which was the aedian. as
the sua of the 27 scores was 4.504, the average was .1.0.
figure jUXJ shows the individual scores for read-
ing J in person. These scores were listed froa lowest to
highest rather than as numbered in table 711. They range froa
.082 to .54o.
Plaeing the scores into clashes they fell into, the
intervals
j
Percentage Scores Hamper of Cases
.50-.599 2
.40-.499 3
.3J-.339 7
.20-. 299 8
.10-. 1*9 8
.09-. 099 2
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Individual Scores for Reading in Person to Group IV
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Individual Scores for Reading J in Person to Division A
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This distribution was shown in figure XXXII. The average
score was equal to .279, the stun of the scores having equtel
to 7,557. The median score wpb .248. Both the median and
the average fell in the interval which contained most scores.
Division B was used in order to give the passage that
v?as read to A in person over the radio, and the one that
was read over the radio in person. There were nineteen
subjects in this group.
The scores made by each individual when J was read over
the radio are, taken from table VIII (ap.t.8), indicated
in figure XXXIII. They are arranged from lowest to highest
.020 to .211, and fall into only three intervals:
Percentage Score Number of Cases
.20-. 299 3
.10-.199 8
.00-.099 8
these are shown in Figure XXXIV. The median score was the
tenth highest number, or .139. fhe average was the sum
2.244 diviaed by 19 or .118. Both these numbers fall in
th* central class.
Passage I was given in person. The scores were indicated
in Figure XXXV by the length of the vertical line. The
scores range from .168-. 581.
When the scores were distributed into class intervals,
they were divided as follows:
Frequency of Scoraa for Reading J in Person to LlTieion A
Figure XXXII
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INdivldual Scores for Reading J over Radio to Division B
Figure XXXIII
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Frequency Scores for Reading J over Radio to Division B
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Individual Scores for Reading I In Person to rivlslon B
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Frequency Scores for Reading I in Person to Division B
Ho.
of
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10
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Perc entage Score dumber of Cases
.50-. 599 i
.40-.499 2
.30-.399 3
20-. 299 5
.10—199 9
Figure XXXVI shows this distribution. The average
score was .318 and the median .30.
group VI :
To division A In this group 166 words
were read over the radio from Passage K (AP.P..VI)
and 170 words were read In person of Passage L (AP.f.
,
I). To dividion B, Passage L was read over the
radio and Passage X was read in person.
In the bar pictogram XXXVII, the indi-
vidual scores made from the radio reading of K are
indicated by the vertical lines, 'i'he subjects are
ranked from lowest to highest, from .192 to .710,
as in Table IX (AP.,T., IX)
The grades made by the sixteen subjects
fell In the following Intervals:
-65-
Frequeney Scores for Reading K over Radio to Division A
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Frequency Scores for Reading £ over Radio to Division A
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Percentage Score Sgggg of Cases
.70-.799 |
60-.699 2
•50-. 599 4
.40-.499 2
.30-. 399 2
#20-1.299 3
•10-. 199 2
The frequency polygon, Figure XXXVII I sho*s
this distribution. The sum of the grades were equal
XO '%^fi Mm*
to .442. The median would be between the eighth and
the ninth highest number, or .460.
When passage L was read in person the score©
ranged from .264 to .647. Figure XXXIX shows tho per*
centage score each individual made from the personal
reading. These grades fell into the following intervals:
Percentage Score Kumber of Cases
.60-. 699 4
.50-. 599 1
.40—499 3
.30-. 399 g
.20-. 299 4
Figure XL shows this distribution. The sum of tho scores
was equal to 7.221, and as there were 17 individuals , the
average score was .425, and the median .376.
The grades for the reading of L over the radio
-68-
Individual Scores for heading L in Person to Division A
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to division B ranged from »100 to .452, as indicated
in 'fable X (AJ?«, X). These scores were represented
in Figure XLI.
The class intervals into which the grades
fell were:
Percentage Scores SSftg of SSftK
•40-.499 2
.30-.599 2
.20-.£99 9
10-.199 L>
fhis distribution was indicated in Figure XLII« The
sun of the Grades were equal to 4»527, the average was
therefore, 4 *527 or 251. The median was the ninth
'I'Q
and the tenth added and divided by two, making the
median score #258.
For the reading of K in person tha scores
ran from *166>to •o98# Figure XLIII repr-saeritb these
scores in percentage form from the lo#eafc to fchs highest*
These individual scores fell into the intervals*
Percentage Scores jjuaber of Cas.o a
.60-.b9t> 9
.50-»599 i
.4C-.49S 4
•30-.399
•20-.299 1
.10-.199 1
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Indlvidual Scores for Reading h over Eadio to Division B
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Flgure XLI
I
Individual Scores for Reading K in Person to Division B
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Frequency of Scores for heading K in Person to Division B
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Figure XLIV shows this distribution. As the sum of
the sixteen scores was 8.706, the oversee was »544»
the median score in this case 13 «G01.
-76-
PART 1
1
CGiapAuIciGK OS
viKOUF I
?or the firct comparison the subjects were se-
lected for reading a for which there was a complete record,
that is a record for both a radio end a personal score.
There were twenty-six subjects. The horizontal line in
Figure IC »M .narked off and the subjects were listed with
their ralio score indicated by the length of the black
vjrtiera line. Bach individuals score for the roading in
person ten days later is indicted by the red lin^ appear-
ing vith the black. The two subjects who obtained the lowest
score in the first reading, wers also lowest in the second,
but the increment of gain -was higher than in seme other
eases. This increment of gain v&rie* trita. individuals
from b to 50 percent. As the red lines indicate, the great-
est gain is made by neither those who made the lov;est
score nor those who made the highest. There is rather
.vaxried distrioulion of gain. It is interesting to note
that there was no one subject whose fcore for the second
reading wan lower than nis score when the same selection
cane over the instrument.
There is a complete record for the reading of
-77-
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Passage E In person first and over the radio ten days
later for twenty-eight subject*. In Figure lie the
subjects are listed In order from lowest to highest
front the first reading. As tlie vertical lines in this
figure indicate, the percentage aemorized varies from
• 23 to «79. The black lines do not show a marked gain
as was the case of the .repetition of the first passage
which was read over the radio first. The gain is
small in a few eases whereee there is a decrease in
others* In ten cases the score for reading passage B
over the radiowas lower than the same person's score
when the passage was presented in person ten days be-
i
fore* (These subjects were numbers 1, 2, 7, 8, 12, 14,
17, 19, and 31 found in Table $•) The three subjects
which made the most pronounced gain made a score over
20 percent higher than the personal. One of these,a
j
girl, reproduced 1Q5 words of a possible 142 when the
speaker spoke before the class. She reproduced 137
words of a possible 142 when this same passage was ,\
given over the radio. Tills was doubtlessdus to the
fact that she had commercial training, which erapha*
sized methods of hearing and reproducing dictation
word for word, plus an exceptional ability to meaor
rize.
-79-
Indi-vldual Scores for Beading Passage B
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Figure IIC
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Figure IIIC compares the distribution of
the grades when B was delivered over the radio with
the distribution when A was read in person. The black
line which represents the frequency of the radio scores
indicates that the greater number maintain a lower
score, the peak of the curve being between .20 and ,30.
When the second passage was read ir. person , the low
scores were about twenty points above the low ones
in the radio reading. A greater number of students
made a higher grade in this case, tho peak of the
curve being between .40 and .50.
The frequency polygon IVC represents the
distribution of the percentage scores when passages
A and B were repeated ten days later in reverse order,
that is the passage which was read in person first
was read over the radio and vice versa. In this Figure
the red line connects the points yhich indicate the
number of cases which fell in the different classes
when passage A was read in person. The black linti
represents the distribution of the scores when pasn&ge
B was read over the radio, Thero is no marked differ-
once in the number of subjects which memorized a certain
percent as a result of this second reading. However,
P requenoy Polygon showin~ the Distribution of the Radio
find Personal Scores when Passages *#>re First Feed
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Frequency Polygon Showing the Distribution of the Radio and
Personal Scores when the Passages Were Repeated in Reverse
Order Ten Days Later
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Figure IVC
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fchis diagram must be considered along with the results
of the first test. We must recognize the learning factor.
From figure IIIC we notice that there wps a nuch greater
initial leerningfor the passage given in person, wben
in the repetition th.eord.er was reversed, we must re-
member and allow for this Initial learning. To bring
this out more clearly Figure VC and Vic was used. In
the former v.e notice that when passage A was given
over the radio, the aiuount reproduced was snail in
most oases, on the other hand, when the same passage
won presented in person, a greater number received
a higher score. Hie peak of the radio reading is
represented by a point between ,20 and .30, whereas
the highest point on Btf curve for the reading of the
s?me passage in person was between .50 and ,60. The
red line indicates that the major-J.ty of subjects are
twenty points hl^ier for the rea ing of the same passage
in person. To see the other side and balance the
learning factor, we take the case of 3. When B was
presented in person first, most individual scores
were between. .40 anC .50. When th3 saae passage was
repeated over tne radio, che majority of cases still
centered around these scores. The gain from the radio
Comparison of Personal and Radio Scores for Passage A
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Comparison of Radio and Personal Reading f Passage |
Figure VIC
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repetition was not very evident. It was only by the
computation of averages that any gain from the radio
repetition was found. This gain was about 2 percent
as compared with the gain from the personal delivery
of the passage which was given over the radio first
of somewhat over 20 percent.
A passage of 101 words was read to this
group from behind a screen to see what effect this
would have with reference to the radio and the person-
al presentation.
The results show thr>t the scores for the
radioreadln^ were lowest. The reading from behind
the screen fell in between the radio and the person-
al scores
, while the personal reading brought the
highest results. For the twenty-oight subjects for
which there was a record, the average radio score
j
was 34
,
tha average score from behind the screen 62
and the presence of the person 74. 1
Ihls seems to indicate that an element is
lost over the mechanical apparatus which is conveyed
by a speaker that is unseen.
Group II
In comparing this data division A will serve
as the study group, and division B will serve as a con-
-87.
trol.
Figure VIIC was used to represent each
individual's radio and personal acore. The radio scores
vtero arranged fro/a the lowest to the highest as repre-
sented by one length of the vertical line. Each subject
score for the personal reading of passage D appears,
with the vertical black line, in red to indicate the
grade made from that reading. The amount of gain or
loos from from the personal reading varied very much.
There were forty subjects who made a gain of from 3
to 35 percent, Uf the remaining fifteen for which there
is both a radio and a personal score, two subjects had
written "Tl&OS"to indicate that they did not finish
wricing all they could remember. The remaining thirteen
subjects received a lower score of from 5 to 26 percent
,
By making a comparison of the frequency of
the? results of the radio and the ^rsonal reading in
this division, the frequencies oi the results were
taken as in Figure X and Figure XI
, Figure VIII chows
that the greater part of the red curve is above the
•50 point. The black is highest below this point. This
shows that when reading C was presented over the radio,
most subjects made a score below this mark, whereas,
when passage D was presented in person, most subjeots

Comparison of Frequency of Scores for Reading C over Radio
and Reading D in Person
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made above 50 percent. The average scara wade for
passage C was .497, and the average for passage D
iras .550. 'i-he personal reading raised !;he average
nil htly over ft percent*
% division B the passage vrhieh una read
to division A in person was read over she radio, and
the passage anion was read ever the radio to the first
division was read in person to the 3econd. The indi-
vidual r, that have a score for the radio and tho person-
al election are represented in Figure IXC* Here the
individuals are listed in order aa their radio soorea
alons the horiontal line, The lenrfch of the vertical
black line indicates the percentage score. lite length
of the red lino iadicotes that individual's corre-
sponding score for the amount retained of the passage
vfhieh was read in person* There were thirty- tftpet
subjects for lthon biters are recor s. Over 73£ of the
group or 26 subjects of fche 3.5 made a higher score in
in th^ iTSitltTH; o.f C than in reading D. S?he remaining
22 percent, or 7 subjects received a loner scorti in
their reproduction of the aelecfcion re*d in porson*
ffhen figure XIV an- Figure XVI were
put on one scale, t&s distribution of the grades can
be compared. Figure X indicates that aost subjects
Comparison of Individual Scores for heading D over Radio
and Beading C in Person to Division B
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Coaparl3on of ^requeney of ooorea for Beading D over
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received a score below .50 and few above ,50, when
passage C was read over the radio. When passage C
was read in person most cases obtained a score above
.50 and fewer a score below. The average in this
division for the radio reading was
.425, and for
the reading in person .553. This shows that in this
case there is a gain from the personal reading of
13 percent.
When passage D was read over the radio,
and in person there was a gain of the personal
reading over the radio. Having passage D read over
the radio, with passage C read in person, checks the
element of difficulty. If the easier passage In the
first division made for the personal gain, when the
order was reversed the radio would receive the advantage.
This was not the case, in both divisions, for both
passages the personal reading brought higher scores.
Group II it
To compare the radio and the personal
results from the amount of material reproduced in
division A, the subjects were used who had a record
for both the radio and the personal reading.
To compare the individual scores each
/
/
1
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is listed alon^ the horizontal line of Figure XI and
his radio score is indicated by the length of the black
vertical line, The scores range from to .753 for this
reading. The length of the red line in this figure
indicates each individual's score for the reading of
F in person. Forty.seven subjects had a complete record,
twenty-six of these maintained a higher score for the
reading of P in person, whereas, twenty-one obtained
a score of less than their radio score when P was read
in person.
The distribution of these subjects is com-
pared in Figure XIIG. More subjects maintained a lower
score when passage E was read over the radio. It may
be noted also, that more subjects received a very low
score or a very high score than in the case of the
personal reading, 'flhen passage P was read in person
,
there were fewer lower scores and fewer higher soores.
Most subjects received about the average score of 30
percent, '^he average for the radio reading of E to
the forty-seven individuals was .341. The personal
reading of D was .361. This Indicates an average 2
percent higher for the personal reading than for the
radio reading.
When passage P was read over the radio and
-95-
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Comparison of Frequency Scores for heading £ over Radio
and Reading F in Person
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passage E in pe son to division B of this group, the re-
sults were quite high in favor of the personal reading.
The individual radio grades are found in figure
XIIIC. The subjects are listed from the lowest to the
highest with their scores indicated by the length of the
black Tertical line. The red line indicates the score the
the subject made from hearing selection E read in person.
In this figure it is interesting to notice that only one
subject of the thirty listed received a score below his
radio score when E was presented before the clasB. In
most cases the score is much higher for that reading.
The distribution is compared in figure XIVC.
The black curve is taken from the previous figure XXI
I
showing the frequency distribution of the scores for the
amount memorized when passage F was read over the radio.
The red curve is taken from figure XXIV in which the dis-
tribution of the scores for the reading of E in person
was presented. These two figures show that the highest
point for the reproduction of material presented over the
radio was below the forty mark. The peak in the personal
reading curve is above this mark.
The average for the thirty cases for which there is
a complete record is .523 for the reading of E in person
and .200 for the reading of W over the radio. In this case
Individual Scores for Reading F over Radio and
Reading E In Person to Division B
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passage f must be more difficult to master judging from
the score and from the impression this passage created
upon the listeners when it was presented over the radio.
When I was given in person first, there was a small gain
orer the radio. This vast difference in the reading of
i1 over the radio as compared with the reading of E in
person can only be explained by the difference in the
difficulty.
Granting the difference in the difficulty of the
passages the personal reading shows an advantage in each
case.
Group IV
In comparing the radio and the personal scores
in this group all the radio scores were used together,
and all the personal scores were used together.
In figure XVC all the radio scores were listed
from lowest to highest, and their percentage grade in-
dicated by the black vertical line. The red line appear-
ing with the black is that individuals corresponding
score when the other passage was read in person. The
lowest radio score was .020 whereas the lowest score from
the personal reading was .123. The highest radio score
was .525 with the highest personal score .725. 7our
Comparison of Individual Scores for Redding
and in Person to Group IV
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subjects made a score below their score made from the radio
passage, when the becond passage was read in person. These
lower scores were from S to 9 points below. The other nine-
teen subjects made a higher score of from 4 to 5L points over
the radio reading.
In comparing the frequency of the scores (taking
the results of XXXVI andXXXVIII) for the radio and the per-
sonal reading, we find that the radio curve is highest
above this mark. .Figure XVI C shows this comparison. The
average score for the radio reading was .225 as compared
with the average pe- sonal reading of .482. The personal
average was 17 points higher than the radio average. This
test seems to bring out the value of the personal presenta-
tion.
Group V
The individual radio scores in division A wore
first inserted in black, and each individual's personal
score is indicated along with the black in red in figure
XVII C. The radio results run from .018 to 145o. The scores
made from the personal reading rs,n from .©82 to .546.
Twenty-three subjects made a score from 5 to 51 points
higher when passage J was presented in person than when
passage I was read over the radio. The four subjects
Individual Scores for Radio and Personal Reading
in Division A
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Frequency of Seorea for fading I over fradio
Reading J in Person to Division A
No*
Of
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making a higher score from the radio presentation made
a score froa 8 to 14 points higher. These subjects however,
aade a score in the highest third in the radio reading.
The comparison of the frequency is taken froa
XXX and XXXII, Figure XVII I g shows that the highest
nuaber of subjects received below a grade below .30 when
the passage was read ower the radio. The highest point
in the personal reading was between twenty and thirty.
More subjects reeeired a higher grade froa the personal
reading.
In division B the order being reversed, the
scores for the amount of J aeraoriaed when presented over
the radio were listed first in figure XIXC. With the
radio score the score aade by the personal reading is
found in red. In this division every subject aade a high-
er score froa the personal reading. The amount of gain
varied froa 4 to 42 percent.
In comparing the frequency of the radio reading
of J and the personal reading of I (figure XXXIV and
figure XXXVI) it was found that the highest point was be-
low the .20 aarlc for the radio reading. The highest
point in the personal reading was above the .20 mark.
In division A the average radio score was .161
and the average personal score was .279. There is an
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eleven percent gain from the personal reading*
In division B the average score was ,11c for the
radio reading and .316 for the personal reading. In this
ease the personal reading Drought the average twenty per-
cent ahove the radio reading.
The results of this test R*is? to indieaT-e the
benefit of the pe non in the presentation of spojcen
material.
Group VI
The comparison of the individual scores in
section A by putting figure aJUVJI and XJLmTIII on one
scale. The radio scores were arranged in order from
lowest to the higheet, and the personal scores were placed
with the individuals radio score in red. There were
eight scores which were higher than the radio cores. The
rest made a score lower on passage L than they made when
p-ssage K was read over the radio, figure XX.IIC shows
this comparison.
Ia comparing the frequency (figure XXIIC, it was
found that the personal seor^s -*ere either Between .30
and .40 or between .60 and .70, for the most part. The
peak in the radio curve was between .50 and .60. The
average for the sixteen cae s, over the radio and in
person were, for the former .442 and for the latter .^2?_
Individual Scores for Radio and Personal
in Division A
heading
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Comparison of Radio Beading of L and Personal Reading
of K to Division B in Group VI
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Thi* shows a score for the radio 2 point* higher than the
average personal score.
The comparison ia section 8 was made in figure
XXIIIC In this case when L was given ever the radio the
scores appear in blacic. Each individual's personal score
appears in red. a aarked difference m noticed in the in-
crement of gain of the personal reading over the radio
reading. Of the fifteen subjects for which there was
both a radio and a personal reproduction, there was only
one core higher fro* the radio reading of 5.4 percent.
The other fourteen aade a gain of froa 2 to 59 percent
oyer their radio score.
In comparing the f e^ueney, it was uotieed that
the peak in the raiio scere was between t*enty and thirty,
whereas the highest number receiving a score in one class
iut«rv*l froa the personal reading mm between uO and 70
pei cent.
This gain xaust be largely due to the fact that
passage £ easier to aa.aorise. In comparing the radio and
the personal reading of K, it was found that the average far
the radio was .442 and the average for the personal reading
was .544. mien passage L was re^d over the radio the average
was .251 as eoapared with the personal average for that
passage of .422.
-lie-
it seens evident froa the forgoing that although
the personal score was 2 percent below the radio e&aing
in division A, it was doubtless due to a nore difficult
passage. The saore difficult pa3aage went far below when
read over the radio, much lower than t-i© a core that was
raade in the porson&l reading.
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PART IV
General Results;
More prose aaterial was aeaorised in each ease
for the average reader when the passage was presented in
person than when the saae passage was read over the radio.
In the first in where passage A was given orer
the radio one day and passage B was repeated ten days
later, the average percentage was .40. When passage B
was given in person the first day, and passage A repeated
in person ten days latsr the average percentage aeaoriaed
was 14 points higher. When the first selection was read
over toe radio the average score was 34. A selection was
also given frca behind a screen. The average score was
2C points higher. This seems to indicate that the elec-
trical transmitting deviee loses aueh that the unseen
speaker delivers. The average score for the reading done
in person was 12 points higher than the screen reading.
When the second speaker presented passage C
ever the radio to one class, and passage B over the radio
to another, the average percentage aeaoriaad was .46.
Presenting passage D in person to the first group and
pa sage C to the second brought the average percentage
memorized to .551.
The average percentage when the third rsader
presented passage S to one elasc and passage 7 to an-
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other over the radio was ,263. The presentation of
passage 5" in person to one class and passage S to the
other "brought the average up 16 per cent to .426. In
the first group in high 3ehool, passage G was read over
the radio to one division, and passage H was read over
the radio to another. The average score was .225.
When the same two passages were read in person hut in
reverse order to the same group the average percentage
was .482 or 26 points higher than in the radio reading.
The second high school reader read two passages
in the same manner as the one previous. The average per-
centage for the radio scores was .141 whereas, the per-
sonal reading "brought the average to .293.
The average for the third high school reader
over the radio was .346 and by person .483.
The results of these tests seem to indicate
that more prose material is memorized when delivered in
person than when presented over the radio.
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^uestionaaire Piesults:
To supplement this study, and receive state-
ments of opinion regarding the personality of the speak-
er from the subjects the results of the questionnaire
were used.
In the three groups of college students used,
in which two men and one woman spoke, the answers to the
question DOES THE PERSONALITY Q3 THE SPEAtChK APPEAL TO
YOU?-—indicated that the woman ap ealed to most of the
subjects both ovsr the radio and in person. Orer the
radio she ap ealed to 92/» of the subjects. Speaking be-
fore the group, 94^ of the indiriduals answered YES to
this question. The man that spoke to the same group ap-
pealed to only 5# of the class orer the radio, and to 6/*
when he appeared before the class. Incidentally, the
subjects made a higher score when they reproduced the
material that was presented by the woman. The average
percentage score, for the reading of the passages oyer
the radio was 46;* when the woman spoke. The average
memorized when the man spoke was 26%, From the personal
presentation the class wrote from memory 55#" of the ma-
terial that the woman presented, and 42;J of what the man
presented.
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Conaidering the high school group, in which
there were two women and one man, a woman again appealed
to most subjects. When she appeared before the elese. all
the oubjeete answered YSS to question six. Over the radio
over 602 answered YE3. The average percentage acore made
when she spoke over the radio was
.346, and when she aP-
peared before the clasr-, the average percentage was .483.
The young aan ap.ealed to ttfjt orer the radio,
and to 90j£ of the group when he read in person. The
average score made when he spoke over the radio was
.225,
and when he appeared before the class the average score
was ,426.
The other lady appealed to 44* of the class
over the radio, and to 75*:' when she appeared in person.
The average score made when she spoke over the radio was
.141. Speaking before the group the average score was
.157 higher, or .298.
The statement made with regard to the person-
ality of the speaker over the radio becomes a judgment
passed chiefly on whether or not the veioe appeals.
Considering the groups of college students, the most
marked difference was cheeked between the woman who
appealed to over 90£ of the group, and the man who ap-
pealed to 10 per cent. In answer to question I (Ap.^.l),
the woman* s voice was checked "AGIiK^ABlJS" by moat
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stud^nta. The same question was cheeked a b£llijVIXIiiu N
for the radio reading by the man.
The results of the answers to these questions
are siailar in the high school groups. The woman whose
personality appealed to most of the subjects over the
radio* appealed because her voice seemed pleasant to the
majority of the subjects. The voice of the woman, whose
personality appealed to a smaller number* was cheeked
CaiSVITUrG* by over half of the class. The young man
speaking to this group appealed to 57> when he spoke over
the radio. The voice was marked UiilWITI^" by £4/ of
the subjects. The voice may be judged too critically when
the speaker is not before a group. Having nothing else to
find fault with, the voice is observed more keenly.
The voice of the speaker was unpleasant to a
smaller percentage of the subjects.- when the speaker was
before the group. i"or examples when the young man spoke
before the group in high school his personality appealed
to 90, J of the group as compa. ed with 43;.' when he spoke
over the radio. The voice was checked agreeable by 77,J
when he spoke in person, whereas over the radio 54> found
his voice uninviting. The presence of the speaker, his
physical make-up, his clothes and other characteristics
divert the attention and the listeners are not as aware
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of the roice. Should the speaker give a long talk, the
listeners, after haying taken in other qualities, fast-
en their attention upon the roice.
Incidental Observational
By talking to studenta after the experiments,
many interesting observations were gathered. The voice
of the speaker was found to play an important part. In
general, if from the intonation, pitch, local pronuncia-
tion, or any other quality of the voice, we can judge the
background of the speaker and form a mental picture of
his appearance, we feel that his personality carries over
to the listener. This is not always true however, as it
was at times difficult to associate the voiee heard over
the radio with the person. When an individual is present,
his facial expression, his gestures, his smile, his scowl,
or his any other personal attribute mingle with his voice
to produce a total effect. The person who is beyond nor-
mal hearing distance, speaking over a microphone is isolated
from all these other influences and the voice alone appears.
We may hear a master of speach, yet we cannot associate
this voice with that which harmonizes, and is a part of
the speaker.
In hearing a speaker, who is present, we can
follow his message even though he may not speak distinctly.
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M* soon as the ear loses a word, the eye endeavors to fill
in the gap, by watching the lips, facial movements, or
gestures of the spacer, and thereby aiding in maintaining
the sequence of erente. In the case of the radio, the
minute a word that Is an important element in the thought
of the sentence is lost, there is no other sense to fill
in or aid comprehension. The eye brows of the listeners
wrinxle, in another attempt to eaten the sequence. If
they are satisfied they listen attentively, otherwir
., &
loss of interest follow and whatever is said afterward
is taken in a less active manner. They become hesrera
instead of listeners. The speaker's roice, smooth, pitch-
ed withinga definite range, and with enunciated words,
cane well oyer the radio. On the other hand, a sucker
who was inclined to produce a Tery unpleasant vibration
2id.de his subjects restless.
The interest factor was also of paramount im-
portance. ^Shen the radio selection was given for the
first time there was a keen interest in the newness of
the thing and the subjects would put forth effort to
listen. After a short while a lack of interest appeared
on the part of many subjects. A general report was heard
from one experiment that a subject could not hear the
epe-ker. The individual making the report wae about the
same distance away from the loud-speaker as the subject
_ 1 7.
who made the highest score in the test. Upon investigat-
ing it prored to "be, not a question as to whether or not
the speaker was heard, hut that the subject did not care
to listen. Other listeners who showed a disinclination
to try to listen also were found to make eonsistently
low scores.
The radio limits the expression of personality.
A speaker on the platform in front of an audience can ex-
press emotion and make dramatic appeals. The Toice alone
cannot convey tilese effects. Often a talk is planned, it's
sequence conveyed to memory hut, if one notices no responce
fro-a his audience, he may cast aside his whole speech in
favor of an extemporaneous attempt to "bring ba.ck the in-
terest. The speaker isolated from an audience knows
nothing of the impression he is creating. His only clue
as to wheth .r or not his speaking holds interest is
based on his own judgment. Radio experts produce dra-
matic effects by musical or other peculiar noise-making
instruments along with the speaking. These accompani-
ments are not so necessary when the speaker is present.
Orientation for both the speaker and the lis-
tener is difficult over the radio. Sizing up the place,
and the number listening, aids in adapting the voice to
the situation. To know the exact nature of the people
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listening is a great asset when one is formulating his
speech. One star ding before the microphone has no idea
as to where his audience is, end who it is. He must
prepare what he is to say, keeping in mind that it should
merit an intellectual audience, yet it should be simple
enough to be understood by people of less intelligence.
Because of this factor the problem we must allow for the
difficulty. If the reading was simple and no effort had
to be exerted to comprehend the thought, there appeared
to be a keener interest. A passage involving description
was more difficult to grasp because the subjects could not
see a logieal sequence. A story having a more •ommon-
plaee and familiar every day order was followed with less
difficulty.
Many references are being made of late to the
sta ement that one can risualize the speaker from his
Toiee over the radio. This may be possible when one's
roice reflects in some way what is generally associated
with a type of personality. If the Toice giveS no sug-
gestions, people cannot envisage an unseen speaker. One
of the questions in the questionnaire was (Ap.
.
"Could you clearly envisage the unseen speaker?" Of the
seventy-seven high school students which answered this
question, fifty-eight answered the question "110" , that
they had no idea of what the speaker looked like. Nine-
teen answered "Y^S". of the two-hundred and fifty-six
college students that answered "NO", with eighty-three
answeringm This seems to show that when the speak-
er is unknown, imagery of him is rague, incomplete and
practically useless as an auxiliary vitalizing factor.
The radio may "be the source of much error and
many misquotations. In reading over the written passage,
a very interesting story could be put together from the
facts different individuals included in their reproduc-
tions. In many cases, there was a complete loss of
thought. This exercise of the imagination when prose
selections are read may not involve any harm, however
very important matters, as science, necessitate accurate
interpretation (29). The radio voice is unaided in the
attempt to describe particular phenomena. The speaker
present by using his hands, nodding his head, or by using
illustrations, aids the ear in comprehension. If he be-
lieves the order of his process is lost by the audience,
he may review, in order to give a new view of the faets and
not be misunderstood.
The readers especially, thogght that because
passages were selected, they limited their opportunity to
manifest personality. Heading to a certain extent is a
stereotyped procedure, and presenting a passage over the
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radio anc in person limits one's expression. If they
were allowed to speak, that is given sufficient time
to prepare a short selection, and deliver to their
audience something more original, they would be pre-
senting a better picture" of the personality.
The subjects used were more like a group of
ordinary radio listeners. Had a more mature group '
been used, such as graduate students, they would sub-
ject themselves to strain to listen and try to grasp
every word. A group of college sophomores or a group
of high sehool students do not over exert themselves.
If they have difficulty in hearing, their attention is
diverted. An ordinary radio listener must be interested
in order to give his attention.
Conclusions;
Within the last decade the radio has taken a
place of extreme importance in daily life. Its nature
makes it possible to communicate with the most isolated
localities by relatively simple apparatus. These is-
olated rural areas, where educational facilities are
limited, are considering the radio an important means
through which the advantages of the larger centers of
population may be reached. Larger urban centers install
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radios to be able to come into closer contact with great
broadcasts of the times. Ifotwithstanding the importance
of this Medium in supplementing and enriching the cur-
riculum, its limitations must also be recognized.
The presence of the personality cannot be re-
placed by this mechanical device. Personality lends an
element which is absent in the loud-spacer. Before
an audience, the personality is more than a voice-tran-
smitting device, his speaking stimulates the auditory
senses, his general appearance, gestures, and physical
maice-up supplement hearing
,
making whatever is lost to the
ear grasped by the eye. As the results of this experi-
ment hare indicated, there was no one passage which was
read over the radio and in pej eon, that did not bring a
higher reproduction ^hen presented in person. The pre-
sence of the pergon, and all his characteristics, lend
additional elements which attract attention. Over the
radio there is the voice alone, and when the speaker is
unknown it is difficult, if not impossible to form an
opinion as to his general appearance.
If the radio is to be used for educational
purposes, sperikers should be chosen with a good radio
voice. The voice should be pitched within a definite
range, in order to give a good clear-cut reproduction.
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Speakera ttomU uo trained to gire careful attention to
enunciation and pronunciation. Their speaking au.t be
adjusted to a constant rate, neither too fMt nor too
«iow. %en a speaker speaks too rapidly he fa* slide
orer a word and the meaning *ay be lost. If on the ot .er
hand, he pauses for any length of time it i. irritating
to the listener. A speaker pausing while before an
audience ft* understood to be tanking, orer the radio
the listens «* oeliere it to be any one of dozens of
****** mm&9 a fault with either the transmitting or
the receiring apparatus.
?aailiarity with tne speaker is also beneficial
to the listener. If person has an idea of the person
speaKing he can associate his mode of a. caking with a aental
Picture of the speaker. If the speaker i. a total stranger it
is rexy difficult to engage a» unseen person.
In spite of the limitations of the radio fox
educational instructional purposes, especially in the
lower grades, it aay rewoal s,uch raluable information when
used for laboatory experiaent&l purposes.
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At a certain Tillage there lived not long *go one of thoae
old-faahioned Gcant?cr»a •*© ere nover ultfasvt i basse upon a fac^t,
an els jarget, a lean Tierae, and a Greylwend . :fiU riot oonsistod
core of 3ESP than of IJattonj and with xdnead r*jat on «e*t niphts.
Lent*.3 c on Fridays, £ggs and r*Qo« on Saturday*, dad a Piroon oat*
traoE-diomy on Sunftaye, h© eao&ursst" tls-ee Quarters of Ms Be-wouet
She pftgt was laid cm- In a Plash-Coat* Tfcl^i-^ooehe*, with Slippers
of the bjbb, for Holidays; sad | iuit of the very "beat bo^-spun
Cloth, ukish he bestowed on Mrs: If for i?orking-doys« His -rhole
VWt% tr«ta a housekeeper UlUgJli turned of forty, a geioo not
twenty, <an4 a l!an that corrod fat) In tJ*s bouse >;nd in the Fields,
and could saddle a 'lore©, ant: : c' lc the Pttml - g-hook. The Waster
hSuself vas alga fifty y&*e* of ago, of a bale and strong canp-
leadcn, lean-bofiied and tM»-£feced, m early Biser, and a loser of
Hunting.
This Paaaagc is taken froaa Certante** "Ton Quiaasts*
Pago X
Pater II
•
X surgeon of great sa&nencc detorEined to retire to the country
at the ago of slety t-nd en^oy the rsmimier of hir life in the- quiet
and leisure of rural scenery* Be hut been very successful in his
profession, to -srhich. he hsc devoted errory energy Of body and ainfl
for a generation* Be tms a popular teacher in the nedieal college.
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APPEMEIX P
an author of great repute, and took rank in society among the
first sitizens. He purchased a large and well appointed estate
and -with such cereraony and publicity retired from business and
entered upon his new mode of living.
Selection was taken iroia Smith's *Vho is insane?"
Passage III
Woman over fifty. As a child she was interested in plays,
games, nusio and singing. At an early age she took charge of hone.
After :,ears of this it became necessary to support herself. She
has hold several jobs as housekeeper, practical nurse, ets. Che
feels she has
-the ability to help people mentally. She has "been
studying dramatics and psychology. While working in a hospital
for mental diseases she felt herself growing abnormal and left to
take a position as housekeeper. She is not satisfied with the
deed-end nature of this, but is unwilling to be a member of an or-
ganisation in a restaurant or hotel. She does not like administra-
tive work.
On the Stanforu-Binet she lias a msntal age of 13 years, 10
months, and did somewhat better on Army Alpha. On the Stenquist
she is below the median for 14-year-old boys.
Douglas Fryer "The Measurement of Interests"
Passage IV
A woman slightly over forty, who had to go to work when she
graduated at 13. Befor this she fcftft had aspirations to be • teacher
or a nurse. She was a clerk for a number of years, after which
she did war work. Further offioe work was followed by position in
a hospital in which she took histories, passed on admissions, etc.
APPENDIX P
Difficulties with a superior finally led to her leaving
this position, which she had held for several years. Since
that time she has been unsuccessfully seeking work, over a
period of months. In the fall she secured a partptime
selling job in a department store, and was kent on after
the Christmas rush. She does not like selling but she loves
keeping records. She thought Bhe would like medical social
work, anything to do with hospitals or medicine.
Selection was taken from Fryer's "The Measurement of Interest
Passage V
The first thing that he did was to secure a suit of
armour that had belonged to his Great-Grandfather, and had
lain them out of mind carelessly resulting in a corner: But
when he had cleaned and repaired it as well as he could, he
perceived there was a material piece wanting for; instead of
a complete Helmet, there was only a singly Head-Piece: Hew-
ever, his industry supplied the defect, for with some Paste-
board he made a kind of Half-Beaver, or Vizor, rhioh being
fitted to the Head -Piece, made it look like an entire Helmet,
then, to knew whether it was Cutlass-Proof he drew his sword,
and tried its edge upon the pasteboard Vizor; but with one
stroke he unluckilu undid in a moment what he had been a whole
week in' doing. He did not like its being broken with so
much ease, and therefor to secure it from the like accident,
lie made it anew, and fenced it with Plates of Iron, which he
fixed on the, inside of it so artificially, that he had reason to
be satisfied with the solidity of the work.
Selection of Cervante's "Don Quixote"
-i: 3-
mm%$ p
Pe.sse.ge VI.
"The Master" m8 a gentleman of the old school, passionately
fond, of fine horses, When he earns into the courtyard to mount a
horso he -'ould take out bf llis pocket a silk handkerchief,
crumple it in his hand, and then run it over the side of the
horse. If the handkerchief showed the slightest sign of dust
or dirt, the horse went heck to the stable and the head groom wa.
in trouble. This action made a strange impression upon me. How
could I help comparing the luxurious life of a horse with the lives
of the frooms, and especially with ny own life? It meant much
to be a horse-to have good food, a good bed, and an attendant. It
meant much less to be a man.
Irwine** A lighting Parson
Passage VII
A young man worked years to oarve a white marble statue of
a beautiful girl. She grev prettier day by day. He began to love
the statue so well that one dry he c & to its I would give every-
thing in the world if you would be nlivw and be my wife." just then
the clock struck twelve, and the cold stone began to move. She stepped
down, and he had his wish. They lived happily for yoar», and three
beautiful children were born. One day he was very tired, *rtf grew
so angry, without cause, that he struck her. She wept, kissed each
child and her husband, stepped back upon the pedestal, and slowly
grew cold, pale and stiff, closed her eyes, and when the dock
struck rddnight, she was a statue of pure white marble as she had
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hom years before, and could not hear the eobe of her hueband and
chiliren*
t&ken fro* TThinple 0» H» "Hsnoftl of Mental end fhisieal ^ate"
Pa.3«£l|fD Till
!?ighi© vae tho beggar-aem of several towns. He me a short,
thlcl£*»t nan *ith a pock-rarked face, eye* lite a siouao, eyebrows
that looked like roll.*?orn scrubbing brushes, ma a beard ©ronpod
close 9§$3l scissors or « kniifc. Be wore two coefce, two pair© af
troasere and sevtral waieteoa+'s-ell the sase tinw, winter am? snwwr.
T?is ojd battered hat looked like • crow*a neat. Ela wardrobe was
so elaborately psttfttt that practically nothing tit all of the
originals reurin'Ms ov^n then patches- of his old, withered skin
Oo iiid be aeen at various fljH J' . Tho thing that attracted r^-
attention; wwe than anything sb«r»t hiawas Ids pockets. Be
baa dosens of thee end they «*W s.lwsys fall of bread cruets, sera?*
of Mftl and oooking utonslle, for like a snail he carried his
domicile on his hock* Hla boots looked as it a blacksmith had
Bade thaa, and fcs.* (laces) he need strong wire*
Srrla© fa "l§r T/sdy of the Cfcianoy Corner
1
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APFEKDIX Q
Questionnaire
Ifame:
Speaker:
(Answer by checking the p*t appropriate v,ord in the
group or ly substituting the proper
-ord In the blank
space.)
li T?as the speaTcerl's voioe:
a. agreeable;
t» forceful:
2. Tag expression:
a» monotonous:
b» uninviting
c.
I: vel?^^1* ***** the—
«
a, suitable:
b, affected:
c.
5» Tere body novenents
a. appropriate:
b, artificial:
c.
e. Does the personality of tne speaker appeal to you?
(Answer Y^3 or Ho)
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APTES5IX J
SCORES FOB EACH SUBJECT IH GROBP I
Subject Redio X Pewoa II Eadio II Person I£ •core % score g sccre %
1. 9 .065 •300 11 •*•©/ 19 .281
2. 9 .063 33 •230 23 .If)
.246
3* 10 .070 66 •468 97 •678 Mm
4. 10 .070 69 •478 67 apt
6. 37 .119 68 •405 64 .447 d •M
6. 18 .126 76 .624
7. 18 •126 99 .691 78 •544
8. 21 •147 G9 482 pp.
• i t V 66 •464
9. m .169 64 .377 83 •580 cot
10. 26 .176 60 •419 59 .412 K^
11. SO .211 39 .272 64 •447
•CIO
12. 30 .211 99 •691 68 .476 65 •
-
p
»
15. SI •215 64 •377
14. 52 •226 85 •680 81 •566 78
15. 36 •240 89
•*f O 64 x it «9
16. 36 •263 61 •426 67 84 .691
17. 36 .263 62 •433 61 .420 81 •677
18. 37 .2GO 1 O •685 106 .741 88 •619
19. 41 .288 83 .580 68 •475 84 .591
20. u •GOO 78 dNl 80 •559 95 •664
Teblo I
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Table I (Continued)
Subject Radio
score
I Person II
score %
Radio II
score %
Person I
score %
21. Aft •TO <z 54 .377 68 .476 64 •454
22. 47 .331 58 .405 93 .650 54 .380
23. AOw • ooo 60 .419 96 .671 66 .464
24. 53 .370 75 .524
25* 54 .380 74 .524 82 .573 101 .711
26. 57 .401 113 .790
27. 59 .415 74 .524 9G .671 92
.647
28. 59 .415 64 .447 69 .478 90 .633
29. 66 .464 73 .510 76 .531 84
.591
30. 70 .492 63 .440 97 .678
31. 72 .507 93 .650 74 .517 98 .690
32. 89 105 .734 137 .958 105 .739
33. 89 .622 94 .664 43 .302
34. 39 .272 42 .295 78 OMi
35. 46 .323 51 .659
OD. 56 .394
37. 60 .423 77 .542
38.
56 .394
Total 32. 8 •362 15.723 17*255 17.879
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APPENi:lX T
Sooroa for etich subject in division A
of Group II
Radio I Person II
Subject Score * Score %
3. 38
.267 63
.600
i* 41
.288 30
.285
3. 43
.302 58
.361
4. 46
.323 49
.466
P. 48
.338 45
.43C
6. 49
.345 74
.704
7. 49
.545 58
.562
3. 50
.352 43
.409
9. 52
.366 48
.457
10. 52
.366 47
.447
13. 52
•see 23
•266
12. 52
.566 64
•609
1?. 55
.389 39
.371
14. 57
.401 49
•466
15. 57
.401 42
•209 time
16. 58
.408 55
17. 61
.429
18. 63
.443 61
•580
19. 63
.443
20. 63
.445
Table II
39
.371
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Table II (continued)
Eadio I
Subject Score Score
21. 63 •443 54
22. 64 .450 77
Ml23* i*»a69 .485 64
24* 69 •485 56
25m 70 •492 75
26* 70 •492 78
27. 70 •492 60
28. 71 •500 58
29. 71 • 500 60
30. 71 .500 56
31. 71 .500
32. .507 60
33. 74 • 5Z1 69
34. f 4 •OCX f 1
35. 75 •528 57
to
f O Ml• oco 74
ryfu 1 . I O • D*-rr f O
oo . 7AIO • Ortf DO
59. 79 •ODD 00
40. 79 •556 49
41* 79 .556 73
42. 79 .556 56
43. 81 .570 40
44. 81 .570 76
Person II
%
.528
.733
.609
.533
.714
.552
.580
.552
.571
.533
.200 time
.571
.657
.665
.638
.704
•742
.600
.619
.466
.695
.533
.380
.723
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Tftble II (Contiraed)
Subject Score % Score %
45* 84 .591 76 •723
46. H •591 58 .552
47. 84 •591 35 •353
46. 84 •691 79 .762
49* 85 .SDO
30. 86 •CDS 56 •538
31. 88 •els
32. 88 .613 64 •609
35* 88 .€13 61 .580
Hi H •€54 69 •657
35. 98 •G7S 74 •704
36. 97 •683 82 .780
37* 07 •683 53 •504
38. 98 •690 83 .790
39. 98 •690 76 •723
60. 101 .711 m .647
Total Hi 23.531 32#4P8
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APPESPXX T
Stmts for m$mn in Mxieian E of
Group II
Person I Radio n
Score Score
• *
* 41 •288 37 •362
2* 46 •32S 46 •438
it 82 •sec 36 •342
4* 88
.394 39
.371
6* 88
.408 31 •295
6. 89
.415 46 •438
7. 84
.460 66
.523
8* 88
.487 28
.266
9* 67 #471 35
.333
20. 70
.492 52
•495
11. 71
.500 32
.304
12. 72
.807 67 •638
13. 76 •628 31 •295
14. 77
.642 43
.409
IB. 78 •649 47
.447
16. 79
.566 29 •276
17. 81 •684 39
.571
18. 83 •664 39 •371
19* 83 •684 60 476
20. 86
.599 32 •304
s&BiE ni
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Table III (Oomtiimed)
J, WUXI -L- Radio II
Score $
86 .605 53 .504
87 .612 44 .419
23. 89 .627 29 .276
24. 89 .627 59 .561
2fi. 90 .633 50 .476
26. 93 .654 28 .266
27. 96 .676 46 .438
28. 96 .676 64 .609
20. 97 .683 39 .371
UW • 100 .719 36 .342
SI. . / oy .457
32. 104 .732 56 .523
SS. 105 .739 48 .457
Total S3. 18.270 13.985
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AFFEHDIX T
Individual Score* in Division A of Group III
E&dio Person
cabject Gcore % socre £
1. 12 •118
2. 1 .038
3. 6 .038 31 .306
4. 6 .04 '
s. 7 .053 50 .349
c. 7 •053 39
.376
7. 7 •053 17 .168
8. 7 .053 51 .604
9. 8 061 21 *trt
10. 15 .100 32 .316
11. .123 33 .326
12. 21 .161 27 .267
13. 22 •IfiO £i .158
14. 24 .184 44 „43C
« mm
15. 29 .223 32 .316
16. 31 .238 21 .217
17. 31 .238 34 .336
18. 31 .238 31 .306
19. 33 .263
20. 34 .261 31 .306
Tsble 17
MMl IV (Continued)
Radio Person
fubjoct Score Score t
21 • 34
.2C1 16
.158
Mi22. 34
.261 36 •366
23. 37
.284 60
.495
Oil 37
.284 40 •src
Z5» 37 •284 39
.376
26* 38 .202 33
.326
27 • 40 •307 13
.128
28a 40 .307 16
.148
29. 42
.323 32
.316
30. * *n .338 38
.376
51. 44
.338 66 •664
44 •338 22 217
M 46 •363 35 •346
H • 48 •369 49 •486
36* 49 .376 26
.257
36« 60 •384 43 .426
87, SO •384 39
.378
38* SI .332 62
.613
39. 87 •479 32
.316
«9* 68 .446 36 .346
41. 61 ,431 28 .277
42. G3 .464
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T*bl« TV CContineed)
psdi» Person
Sujbeci Score Score «r
7*
43. 64 •492 30
•297
44. 70
.£36 34
.336
45. 74
.569 37
.366
46* 76
.584 16
.158
47. 80 •616 41
.406
46. 61 •625 65 •643
49. 82 •625 48 •476
50. 88 •692 22
.217
BU 98 •763 47 •465
Total ul. 16.846 16*968
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APPEBDIX T
Individual Scores in TMrision I of Groan 3X|
Radio Personal
Ocorea Coarse t
1. 85 •663
2. 66 •430
3. 63
.434
4* 2 .019 21 •161
5, 5 .049 68
.440
6* 6 .059 67 •616
7. 6 •055 86 •653
6. 8 .079 68 •446
9* 8 .079 73 .601
10. •079 91 •700
11. 9 .039 60 .584
12. 10 .099 43 am
15. 12 .118 49 .376
14. 12 .118 7€ •584
15. 15 .145 38 .292
16. 15 .148
17. H .158 47 .361
18. 17 •1G8 75 .661
19. 20 .198 76 •676
8C i 24 »237 6G •507
Table V
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Table Y (Continued)
Kadi-o Personal
Subject Scores % Scores
21. 26
.277 76
.584
22. 31
.306 61
.469
23. S3
.326 100
.769
24. 35
.346 59
.453
25. 35 .346 84
.646
26. 36
.356 82
.630
27. 40 .396 83
.638
28. 40 .396 88
.676
29. 40 JfiNft o u •ooo
30. 41 .405 81
.623
SI. 56 .554 71
.546
32. 64
.416
Total 31. 6.008 16.122
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laftivldo*! Score in Group IV
Person
Subject Score a*P Score
u 4 •020 65 .343
2. 9 046 69
.431
3. 16 .062 62
.384
4. n .027 80 .500
5. 19 .097 106 .662
6* 20 .103 116
.725
7. 28 .144 100
.625
8. 51 $b 102 .637
&. 42 .210 114 .712
10. SO 47 •293
H. 52 .268 96 .600
32» 58 .2ng 66 .634
13« 26 .162 108 .666
Ml 27 78 .402
16. 32 24 .1??
lSe 38 .257 106 .546
17* 46 .281 97 500
18* 48
'
.300 122 .628
ir* 56 .343 77 •401
20% 66 .360 75 .387
Table VI
TRbJo 71 (Corrtinued)
Subject Scoro fs score f
ZU 66
-580 64 #829
**• 78
«487 » .448
2S
* 84
-525 88
.480
Totel
*** mam
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Individual Scores in lI&viBlon A Group 7
Eadio ' iYSOV,.
Sub.-Ject Score
!• 3 •018 23 •118
5 •031 43 •221
ft
«• 6 .037 16 .082
8 •OEO 42 .216
fti 9 •060 SI •169
€. 10 •062 71 •365
T. 12 •076 2C • 134
6. 12 •076 26 •128
&• 12 •073 76
10, 14 •067 26 •1«8
11. 81 •033 73 •376
!£• IS •093 •Z31
15. 17 •106 47 •242
24. If •1£0 42 .216
m 25 -166 41 •211
16* 25 •166 77 ,391
17. 32 •200 68 .360
IS* 24 •212 106 .546
IS. 36 .226 17 .087
20. 37 .231 62
TP.^la "711
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Tablo til (Continued)
Eadio
Subject Soots Soore %
zu m .237 39
.261
22. 41 •256 es
.427
23. 46
.237 68 •275
24. 46 •287 61
Bf 63 * 95
.483
2G. 67
.400 100
.516
27. 73
.456 84
.432
Total 27. 4.504 7*697
APPE1SIX I
Individual Coores for - i j-o. uroup vJ.
Radio
Snl\1eot Score Score
U 32
.192 45
2. 33
.198 75
.441
3. 35
.210 60
.352
4. 40
.240 88
.511
5. 44
.266 50 •294
6. 50
.361 49
7. 53
.313 52 • Sri*;
8. 72
.433 57
9. 81
.487 G4 .373•
10. 92
.554 103 •SOB
11. 96
.578 106
12. 98
.596 61
13. 98
.596 102
.500
14. 100
.662 110 .34-7
16. COD 82
.482
16. 118 .710 47
.276
17. 80
.470
Total 16. 7.084 7.227
Table IX
_ 1 c 7— ± «-/ o -
AFHEBDIX f
mdlvtdurl
-cores for division J i in Group 71
Radio Person
rubject Poors Score %
1. 32 .192 45 •264
2. 38 .198 75 .441
3* 35 .230 60 •352
4. 40 .240 08 •511
5. 44 .266 60 .294
50 .301 m •268
7. S3 .313 52 .306
3« 72 .433 57 •335
9. ei .487 G4 •376
92 •554 103 •606
11. 96 .578 106 •623
Zr\> .596 61 .358
IS. 08 ,596 102 • ;.00
14. 100 .662 130 •647
IS. 116 •698 82 .462
16. IIS .730 47 .276
17. 80 .470
Total '.6. 7.084 7.227
f*Mo 12.
Individual Scoroc for ^ivision B in Group YI
Eadi0 Person
Subject Score /3 %
u 17
.100
•698
18
.105 pn
•481
u 23 XC1 •608
fa 23
.135 CO •156
5. 24 .141
•oo0
e. 42 .247
•OOO
7. 43 .253 pr\
•481
8. 45 .253
D« 44 .258 J.UU
. t •_ 2
10. 44 .258 9G
. / o
tu 45 .264 80 AP.1
12. 45 .264
13. 46 .270
•^J-D
14. 46 .270 ART
15. 56 .i>29 109 •650
13. 60 .352 111 .668
17. 75 .441
13. 77 .452 104 •626
19. 102 .614
18. 4.527 16 8.706
Table X
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